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 This paper contains parts - A, B, and C, and 07 pages. 

 Answer all questions on the question paper itself. 

 

 

PART A 

Read the following passage and choose the correct answer for the questions: 

 

THE MPEMBA EFFECT 

In 300 BC, the famous philosopher Aristotle wrote about a strange phenomenon that he had 

observed: “Many people, when they want to cool water quickly, begin by putting it in the sun.” 

Other philosophers over the ages noted the same result but were unable to explain it. In 1963, a 

young Tanzanian student named Erasto Mpemba noticed that the ice cream he was making froze 

faster if the mix was placed in the freezer while warm than if it were at room temperature. He 

persisted in questioning why this occurred, and eventually, physicist Denis Osborne began a 

serious investigation into what is now known as the Mpemba Effect. He and Mpemba co-authored 

a paper in New Scientist in 1969, which produced scientific descriptions of some of the many 

factors at work in freezing water. It was initially hypothesized that the warm bowl melted itself a 

place in the ice on the freezer shelf, thus embedding its base in a „nest‟ of ice, which would 

quicken freezing. The hypothesis was tested by comparing the result when bowls of warm water 

were placed on ice and on a dry wire shelf; this demonstrated that the ice nest actually had little 

effect.  

A second suggestion was that the warmer water would be evaporating at its surface, thus reducing 

the volume needing to be frozen, but this idea was also shown to be insignificant. Thermometers 

placed in the water showed that the cooler water dropped to a freezing temperature well before the 

warmer bowlful, and yet the latter always froze solid first. Experiments at different temperatures 

showed that water at 50C took the longest to freeze in a conventional freezer, while water initially 

at 350C was the quickest. 
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On further examination, an explanation for this contradiction began to emerge. Losing heat from 

the water occurs at the points where it is in touch with the colder atmosphere of the freezer, namely 

the sides of the bowl and the water surface. A warm surface will lose heat faster than a cold one 

because of the contrast between the temperatures, but of course, there is more heat to be lost from 

one bowl than the other! If the surface can be kept at a higher temperature, the higher rate of heat 

loss will continue. As long as the water remains liquid, the cooling portion on top will sink to the 

bottom of the bowl as the warmer water below rises to take its place. The early freezing that may 

occur on the sides and base of the container will amplify the effect. The bowl that is more 

uniformly cold will have far less temperature difference so the water flow will be minimal. 

Another inhibiting factor for this container is that ice will also form quite quickly on 

the surface. This not only acts as insulation but will virtually stop the helpful effects of the water 

circulating inside the bowl. Ultimately, the rate of cooling the core of this body of water becomes 

so slow that the other warmer one is always fully frozen first.  

While there are limitations to this comparison (for example, we would not see such a result if one 

quantity were at 10C and another at 990C) this counter-intuitive result does hold true within the 5–

350C range of temperatures indicated previously. 

Since this paper was published, the validity of the research findings has been questioned by a 

number of reviewers. They point out that the initial experimental question was not clearly defined; 

for example, the researchers needed to decide on exactly what constituted freezing the water. They 

also state that the rate at which water freezes depends on a large number of variables. Container 

size is one of these; for the Mpemba Effect to be noticed, the container must be large enough to 

allow a free circulation of water to take place, yet small enough for the freezing areas of the side 

and base to be effective at extracting heat too. Secondly, research at a University in St Louis, 

Missouri, suggests that the Mpemba Effect may be affected by water purity, or by dissolved gas in 

the water. Distilled water is totally free of the particles that are common in normal drinking water 

or mineral water. When suspended in water, these particles may have a small effect on the speed of 

cooling, especially as ice molecules tend to expel them into the surrounding water, where they 

become more concentrated. Just as salt dissolved in water will raise the boiling point and lower the 

temperature at which it freezes, the researchers found that the final portion of ordinary water 

needed extra cooling, below zero, before all was frozen solid. One more factor that can distort the 

effect is observed if the bowls are not placed simultaneously in the same freezer. In this case, the 

freezer thermostat is more likely to register the presence of a hotter bowl than a colder one, and 

therefore the change in internal temperature causes a boost of freezing power as the motor is 

activated. 

The Mpemba Effect is still not fully understood, and researchers continue to investigate into its 

underlying physics. Physicists cannot reach an agreement. Some suggest that supercooling is 

involved; others that the molecular bonds in the water molecules affect the rate of cooling and 

freezing of water. A 2013 competition to explain the phenomenon run by the Royal Society of 

Chemistry attracted more than 22,000 entries, with the winning one suggesting supercooling as an 

important factor so it seems the question and its underlying explanation continue to fascinate. 
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1) Complete the summary using the list of words, A–O, below. 

 

A; melt                                B; element                                         C; process 

D; centre                                        E; acceleration                                    F; surface 

G; factor                                           H; hollow                          I; matter 

J; circulation                                         K; limit                                      L; significance 

M; theory                                                       N; difference                        O; result 

P; temperature 

 

Write the correct letter, A–O, in the blank space provided. 

For more than 2000 years people have wondered why raising the 1. ..................... of cold water 

before cooling it results in more rapid cooling. At first, researchers thought that a warm container 

created its own icy 2. ..................... which made the water freeze faster, but comparisons with 

containers resting on a dry 3 ..................... indicated that this was inaccurate. Evaporation of water 

proved not to be a 4 ...................... . Temperature measurements showed that, 

although the water in the cooler container reached 00C before the warmer one, it took longer to 

actually solidify. The water temperature drops the most at the top and sides of the container. 

Provided there is a temperature 5....................., the water will continue to circulate and cool down. 

Cooler water will have less water 6....................., and thus a slower 

rate of freezing. If ice forms on the top of the water, this will further slow the 7..................... of 

freezing, but if it forms on the bottom and the sides of the container, this will increase the rate of 

cooling. 

(7 marks)  

2. Do the following statements agree with the information given in the Reading Passage? 

In the blanks, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 

FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 

NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

 

a) The Mpemba Effect cannot be seen when comparing liquids with an extreme temperature 

difference. ________________ 

b) Osborne and Mpemba‟s results are still widely accepted today. ________________ 

c) The size of the container does not alter the Mpemba Effect. ________________ 

d) Osborne and Mpemba experimented on both pure and impure water. ________________ 

e) One variable is the timing of containers in a freezer. ________________ 

f) Physicists now agree that supercooling accounts for the Mpemba Effect. ________________  

(3 marks) 

3. Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D and circle it.     (2 marks) 

 

The Mpemba Effect is best summed up as the observation that 

A ; ice cream freezes at different temperatures. 

B  ; different sources of heat result in water cooling at different rates. 
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C ; salt water freezes at a lower temperature than ordinary water. 

D  ;  warmer water can freeze faster than colder water 

PART B 

Fill in the correct form of the verb for each blank. 

1.  My family have ___________________ (buy) some land in southern France recently. They 

___________________ (build) a summer house there at the moment. 

2.  Anil and Mala ___________________ (go) to a concert tomorrow night. They 

____________________________ (look forward to) it the whole week. 

3.  Jinna  __________________ (watch) the news on TV every day and it ___________________ 

(help) him with his English. 

4.  My car ___________________ (break) down when I ___________________ (drive) home 

from work. I ________________________ (fix) it if I ___________________ (know) what 

was wrong. But I didn‟t so ___________________ (have) to take it to the garage. 

5. When he ___________________ (found) Microsoft, Bill Gates was only 20 years old. He 

___________________________ (already write) his first computer programme six years 

earlier. 

6. An accident ___________________ (happen) near my house last night. A car 

_______________ (hit) a young man. He ___________________ (ride) his bike when 

someone in front of him suddenly ___________________ (open) a car door. Many people 

___________________ (see) the accident. The police ___________________ (interrogate) 

them last night.  

(9 marks) 

 

PART C 

Select only one of the following topics.  Now, follow the steps given below. You will be given 

marks for completing each step. Your essay should be more than one page but no more than 

two pages long. 

i. The dance/drama style I like the most 

ii. Why should English medium be introduced at the universities?  

iii. Challenges faced by Sri Lankan performing artistes   

  

STEPS: 

(A) Do a pre-writing exercise for the topic you have selected. Use any one of the 

prewriting techniques such as brainstorming, free writing or clustering, you have 

learned in class.          (5 marks) 
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 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………......... 

 

(A) Write an introductory paragraph and at least three or four other paragraphs as the 

body of your essay. Finally, write the concluding paragraph.  Make sure that each 

paragraph has a proper topic sentence and supporting details.    (14 marks) 

Note: Your essay should be based on your prewriting exercise.  
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